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11 National Research Education Networks from CIS
CLOSER Goals

- Organization of the cooperation among CEENet members with newly established CSIRT
- Developing infrastructure for providing well developed CSIRT services
- Assistance in joining international CSIRTs forums
CLOSER Tools

- Coaching the new teams
- Operational cooperation on daily basis
- Conferences
- Trainings
CLOSER Possibilities

- Organizational
  - Experience from existing infrastructure
  - Project plan for CERT development
  - Introduction to the international forums
  - Research on legal environments
    - will be based on EU CSIRT Handbook of Legal Procedures project approach
      <http://www.csirt-handbook.org.uk/>
  - Trainings
CLOSER Possibilities

- Operational
  - Existing infrastructure
  - Common incident handling system
  - Common statistics
  - Similar procedures
  - Coaching incidents
  - Channels of communication
CLOSER Steps

- Information dissemination
- Survey based on the ENISA “A step-by-step approach on how to set up a CSIRT”
- Development of projects website
- Development of communication tools: forum, mailing list, IRC server
- Setting up constituency
- Setting up a “network”
CLOSER Targets

- Ready technical infrastructure for CERTs work
- Ready procedures and ongoing daily cooperation within network
- At least 10 well developed CERT teams in CIS
- 5 new members of FIRST
- 20-30 trained CERT officers
CLOSER Question?

Thank you
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